Ecosystem restoration means preventing, halting and reversing the
damage – to go from exploiting nature to healing it.

You
can
save energy
and money
too

Turn off your
computer at night
Save
40
watts a day

Recycle

W

RLD

ENVIRONMENT DAY
5th June, 2021
REIMAGINE. RECREATE. RESTORE.
This is our moment.
We cannot turn back time. But we can grow trees, green
our cities, rewild our gardens, change our diets and clean
up rivers and coasts. We are the generation that can
make peace with nature.

You will help
reduce
pollution

Take shorter showers
You will save
water
and
electricity on
heating

Use less tissues

Try to use
less
paper
and
go
digital.

Recycle old devices
You can cut 2050
million
tonnes of ewaste that are
being generated
every year

Bike instead
of driving a
car to reduce
C02 emission

It can save an
average
of
10,000 gallons
of water per
year

It will cut
down
the
carbon
emissions

Use both sides of
paper

Bike to work

Fix leaky pipes

Go vegetarian

Or use halfdo
you
really need
one whole
piece?

Using
refillable
water
bottle
instead of plastic
bottles can save
water and reduce
waste

Plantation
• Every
three
seconds,
the
world
loses
enough forest to cover a football pitch and over the
last century we have destroyed half of our
& wetlands
• 50 per cent of our coral reefs have already been lost
and up to 90 per cent of coral reefs could be lost by
2050
• Ecosystem loss is depriving the world of carbon sinks,
like forests and peatlands, at a time humanity can
least afford it.

Trees provide food
and oxygen. They
help save energy,
clean the air, and
help combat climate
change.

• Global greenhouse gas emissions have grown
for three consecutive years and the planet is one
pace for potentially catastrophic climate change.

Small steps
for bigger

change
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Use Fluorescent bulbs

Rethink bottled water

Alisha

